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Similarly the structure of G(k) as an abstract group determines the Borel subgroups, the maximal unipotent subgroups, ..., even the field k , up to isomorphism, and eventually almost completely determines the structure of G as an algebraic group. The end result (proved in § 2 below) can be stated thus :
1.2. THEOREM.-Let G , k be as above with G simply connected and let G' be an algebraic group over an algebraically closed field k' . Let cx : G(k) -G'(k') be an isomorphism of groups. Then there exists an isomorphism of fields cp : k -. k' and a k'-isogeny P : ~G --~ G' such that of = S o cp on G(k) .
Here ~G is the group over k' obtained by transfer [6, Exp. 18] .
The purpose of the article [4] , of which we are giving an account here, is to prove a vast generalization of this result in which the class of groups is considerably extended and in which homomorphisms, not just isomorphisms, are considered, and then to apply this result to diverse situations concerning isomorphisms, automorphisms, continuity of homomorphisms, representations (homomorphisms into some GL(V) ), etc.. First let us state this result. Let k be an infinite field and G a simple algebraic group defined over k and of positive k-rank, i.e. "isotropic". (Thus G contains nontrivial k-split tori and many rational unipotent elements.) Let H be a subgroup of G(k) containing G+ , the group generated by the rational points of the unipotent radicals of the rational parabolic subgroups of G . (If k is perfect G is the group generated by the rational unipotent elements.)
Finally let G' be a simple algebraic group over an infinite field k' and Of : H -~ G'(k') a homomorphism. Then the generalization mentioned above is :
1.3. THEOREM ((A) of [4] ).-Let everything be as just stated. Assume that G is simply connected or G' adjoint and that a(G+) is dense in G' (in the Zariski topology). Then there exists a homomorphism cp : k -~ k' , a k'-isogeny : ~G --~ G' with dp / 0 (called s ecial for this reason), and a homomorphism Y : H --~ center of G'(k') , all three unique, such that for all h E H .
1.4.
Remarks.-(a) C is always dense in G . If We give the proof in case G' is adjoint. 
